Abstract: Worst performance in cognitive processing tasks shows larger relationships to general intelligence than mean or best performance. This so called Worst Performance Rule (WPR) is of major theoretical interest for the field of intelligence research, especially for research on mental speed. In previous research, the increases in correlations between task performance and general intelligence from best to worst performance were mostly described and not tested statistically. We conceptualized the WPR as moderation, since the magnitude of the relation between general intelligence and performance in a cognitive processing task depends on the performance band or percentile of performance. On the one hand, this approach allows testing the WPR for statistical significance and on the other hand, it may simplify the investigation of possible constructs that may influence the WPR. The application of two possible implementations of this approach is shown and compared to results of a traditional worst performance analysis. The results mostly replicate the WPR. Beyond that, a comparison of results on the level of unstandardized relationships (e.g., covariances or unstandardized regression weights) to results on the level of standardized relationships (i.e., correlations) indicates that increases in the inter-individual standard deviation from best to worst performance may play a crucial role for the WPR. Altogether, conceptualizing the WPR as moderation provides a new and straightforward way to conduct Worst Performance Analysis and may help to incorporate the WPR more prominently into empirical practice of intelligence research.
Introduction
A wealth of research has reported results that support a consistent and moderate to mediocre relationship between mental speed and general intelligence (for a review, see [1] ). Across a variety of different tasks measuring mental speed, Sheppard and Vernon [1] reported an average correlation of r = −.24 between response times and measures of general intelligence. This indicates that faster speed of information processing is associated with greater general intelligence. Beyond that, this relationship between mental speed and intelligence is not only present in behavioral measures of mental speed but in neural measures of mental speed, such as latencies of event-related potentials, as well [2] . However, most of these results rely on mean scores for mental speed.
Recent empirical results have suggested that inter-individual differences in mean performance on tasks measuring mental speed or memory capacity may not be best suited to predict general intelligence. In fact, it seems that within such tasks worst performance is more indicative for general intelligence [3] . In detail, performance in various processing speed or memory tasks was ranked from fastest to slowest reaction times (RTs) or best to worst memory recall. Then, means of different RT performance; and (5) trial novelty as confound of worst performance. Altogether, Coyle [3] concluded that none of these explanations sufficiently explains the phenomenon of the WPR.
In sum, the WPR seems to be a rather robust phenomenon regarding the relationship between mental speed and intelligence and is of major theoretical interest for research on intelligence, specifically for insights on processes fundamental to g.
Analyzing the Worst Performance Rule
The studies that investigated the WPR so far commonly used a stepwise procedure. First, intra-individual performance in a cognitive processing task was ranked within each person. Then the intra-individual distribution was separated either into performance bands consisting of a specific number of trials per band [4, 6] , or into percentiles (e.g., [9, 11] ). Finally, the mean or median for each performance band or percentile was correlated with a measure of general intelligence. The size of these correlations usually increased with ascending performance bands. Yet, this is merely a description of the WPR. An actual test for the significance of the WPR has hardly been reported.
Infrequently the increases in correlations were tested for statistical significance with a rank-correlation between number of performance band and the correlation in the respective performance band [4, 5] . This tests whether correlations increase consistently across performance bands or percentiles (quantified in the size of R 2 ). However, this does neither quantify the slope nor the shape of the increases across performance bands or percentiles and therefore the rank-correlation does not allow to compare the magnitude and shape of the WPR across different conditions or tasks. Additionally, this test treats the estimated correlations as manifest and enters them as discrete values into a new analysis, namely the rank-correlation, that does not account for the uncertainty of the estimation. Thus, the significance of this test may be over-estimated [22] .
Alternatively, correlations of best, mean and worst performance bands may be compared with a Fisher's Z-test [12, 23] . However, this was rarely implemented in studies on the WPR, presumably because the test for differences in correlations lacks statistical power [12] . Moreover, the effect size of the difference in correlations between best, mean and worst performance was hardly discussed. Due to the low power of the Fisher's Z-test and rather small WPR effects (Mean q = .14 [17] ), these tests will most likely be non-significant, no matter how consistent the increases of correlations across RT bands may be. Nevertheless, there have been efforts to overcome some shortcomings of the Z-Test [24, 25] and a recent study by Rammsayer and Troche [10] presented significant results from Z-Tests comparing correlations between RT in the fastest and slowest RT band with general intelligence. Nevertheless, this approach does not directly account for the shape of increases as well and assumes a linear increase in correlations across performance bands.
Concluding, there have been some attempts to test the WPR for statistical significance, nevertheless the WPR was rather described than tested. For more elaborate insights into the WPR a quantification and statistical test for the WPR is much-needed.
WPR as Moderation
The core of the WPR is moderation. Specifically, the relationship between performance in a cognitive processing task and general intelligence depends on the consecutive number of the performance band or percentile. This means that the size of the relationship between g and performance in a cognitive processing task is moderated by the number of the performance band in which the relationship is quantified. This essentially represents an interaction or moderation effect [26, 27] .
The conceptual approach of WPR as moderation offers an interesting way to test the WPR. Unlike testing a number of correlations against each other, the WPR effect may be modeled as increase in correlations from best to worst performance bands. This increase can be represented as a regression predicting the size of the relationship between g and performance by number of performance band. This regression can easily be tested for significance with its coefficients depicting the magnitude of the WPR in the slope of the regression. Finally, this test may be more powerful than the test for differences between correlations and thus even small effects may be detected, even in smaller samples [12] .
Furthermore, by comparing results from increases in unstandardized and standardized estimates for the relationship between performance across performance bands and g some of the methodological explanations of the WPR (e.g., variance compression in best performance) can be explored in more detail. Specifically, increases in standardized estimates (e.g., correlations or standardized regression weights) control for increases in inter-individual variance from best to worst performance. In contrast, increases in unstandardized estimates (e.g., covariance or unstandardized regression weights) do not control for these increases in inter-individual variance across performance bands. If differences in variance across performance bands do not affect the WPR, as suggested by Coyle [3] , then there should be no difference between WPA on the level of standardized versus unstandardized estimates.
Possibilities to Analyze the WPR as a Moderation
The regression of covariance or correlation between g and performance (PF) in a cognitive processing tasks on the number of performance band or percentile can be implemented in two ways. First, the relationship between g and performance in a cognitive processing task across performance bands can be estimated and then the estimated relationships across performance bands are predicted by the consecutive number of performance band in a second step. Alternatively, this relationship and its increases across performance bands can be estimated within one step. The first approach represents a sequential regression procedure, whereas the second approach requires Multi-Level Modeling for estimating both the covariances and their increases across performance bands in one step.
Whether this analysis is carried out at the level of standardized or unstandardized parameters, is regulated by the way the dependent variable is entered into the analysis. Entering RT or cognitive performance from best to worst performance bands as absolute values will yield an analysis on the level of unstandardized estimates. In contrast, when RT or performance is z-standardized within each performance band, the analysis is performed on the level of standardized estimates. For convenience and ease of interpretation, we recommend that the measure for g is z-standardized in both the analysis with unstandardized and standardized estimates prior to the analysis.
Both, the sequential regression and the multi-level modeling (MLM) approach will be outlined for unstandardized and standardized estimates in detail in the following sections. 1 We start with presenting the two approaches for unstandardized estimates and then present the two approaches for standardized estimates.
New WPA Approaches with Unstandardized Estimates
Sequential Regression. The sequential regression approach is basically an extension of the traditional worst performance analysis. In a first step mean or median performance PF of each participant i within each performance band B is predicted by general intelligence g:
This yields different unstandardized regression weights b B for each performance band B, representing the relationship of PF with g within each performance band. The intercept of these 1 Please note that both approaches can be implemented with all common approaches that separate the intra-individual performance distribution (i.e., performance bands, percentiles, or, quantiles). The only prerequisite is that the number of performance band or percentile is coded so that the variable contains ascending integer values from fast to worst performance percentile, bands or quantiles. Furthermore this variable is ideally centered to a meaningful value in order to gain interpretable results [28] . regressions b 0B in contrast represents the performance of a person with g = 0, therefore g should be centered prior to this step [28] .
In a second step the unstandardized regression weights b B across performance bands B are predicted by the number of performance band B (i.e., the consecutive number of performance bands: 1 for the first and best performance band, 2 for the next best, and so on). This represents the moderation of the relationship between g and performance by performance bands. To approximate the increases of unstandardized regression weights across performance bands adequately it may be reasonable to implement non-linear parameters within this regression. In correspondence to the shape of increases of mean RT across performance bands (see Equation (4) in the section of the Multi-level approach), we implemented a polynomial function of third order. Not only does this function approximate the increases in unstandardized regression weights reasonably well (R 2 ≥ .99, see Figure 1 , p. 12), but it also implements the moderation of the RT-g relationship by all performance band variables that describe the shape of increases in mean RT across performance bands (Equation (4)). This solution suited the present data very well. Beyond that, this may still be a good description for the WPR in performance measures that show normal distribution at the intra-individual level in general due to their characteristic shape of increases of mean performance across performance bands. Therefore, the second regression was specified as follows:
For this second regression, there are two parameters that quantify the significance and magnitude of the WPR. The variance explained by the regression (i.e., R 2 ) represents in how far the unstandardized regression weights increase across performance bands and thus the significance of the WPR. As a high R 2 only indicates how consistent the increases in unstandardized regression weights across RT bands are, an additional measure is needed to quantify the magnitude of the WPR.
The shape and magnitude of the increases across performance bands are determined by the size of the slope parameters within the regression (b L , b Q b C ) 2 . The intercept (b 00 ) of the regression represents the regression weight within the centred performance band (i.e., B = 0). As the interpretation of the three slope parameters within this regression is rather complex, we propose a difference between b B in the worst performance (WP) percentile and in the best performance (BP) percentile in reference to mean performance (M PF ) as a measure for the effect size (ES) of the WPR:
This effect size basically corresponds to the effect size Cohen's q comparing the correlation between best performance and g to the correlation between worst performance and g. It quantifies the magnitude of increase in unstandardized regression weights as percentage of mean performance in the respective task (for an example see p. 12). Still, it is a simplification with respect to the full shape of the increases in unstandardized regression weights across performance bands. As it does only reflect the absolute difference between best and worst performance bands, it does not represent the non-linear shape of increases between best and worst performance bands. Thus, increases in unstandardized regression weights should always be plotted by performance bands, so that the shape of increases can be evaluated as well. Nevertheless, the proposed effect size may be a good heuristic to evaluate in how far increases in unstandardized regression weights are larger in one task or condition compared to another.
Altogether, the sequential regression approach quantifies the WPR by predicting the magnitude of the relationship between g and performance across performance bands by band number. This provides 2 The indices of these regression weights refer to the linear (L), quadratic (Q), and cubic (C) trend across performance bands. a set of regression parameters that can be tested for statistical significance on the one hand, and an estimate for the consistency of increases across percentiles on the other hand.
Mutli-level moderation. The multi-level approach is essentially equal to the sequential regression approach, except it estimates all parameters of the sequential regression approach within one step. Accounting for the data structure of performance bands nested in participants, the multi-level approach combines Equations (1) and (2) by entering Equation (2) into Equation (1) .
In addition, the intercept varies across performance bands for obvious reasons. The mean performance within each performance band evidently decreases with ascending performance bands. Specifically performance in the first band will be best or fastest, whereas performance in the last band will be worst or slowest. Therefore the intercept b 0 from Equation (1) should be able to change across performance bands as well.
Similar to the increase of unstandardized regression weights across performance bands, the intercept does not increase linearly across performance bands either. In fact, a linear increase of intercepts across performance bands would correspond to an equal distribution of performance at the intra-individual level. Usually we would assume intra-individual performance to be normally distributed, or in case of reaction times right-skewed (e.g., ex-Gaussian or Wald distributed). The intercepts within these distributions usually show non-linear increases across performance bands. These increases are again quite well approximated by a polynomial function of third order. For this, b 0 from Equation (1) will be predicted by percentile:
Entering this equation into Equation (1) together with Equation (2) yields a prediction of the performance PF in each performance band B for participants i:
The term in the first line represents Equation (2) and the term in the second line represents Equation (4) . Note that now performance within performance bands PF iB is the dependent variable and that all regression parameters are summarized within one Equation.
As multi-level modeling (MLM) allows to separate effects on level 1 (within a person) and level 2 (between people), we may additionally implement random effects for predictors on level 1. This means that the level 1 parameters (i.e., regression weights of performance bands) may vary across level 2 units (i.e., participants). Specifically, this reflects inter-individual differences in the increases of mean RT across performance bands that basically correspond to inter-individual differences in the intra-individual distribution of performance or RTs. This seemed reasonable to us and therefore the whole Equation (4) was estimated with random effects 3 . This results in a MLM equation with correct notation of:
The performance PF in each performance band B of each participant i is composed of a random intercept (γ 0 + u i0 ) and random effects of performance band (γ 1−3 + u i1−3 ). This first line of Equation (6) essentially is Equation (4) . Additionally, PF iB is predicted by a fixed effect of g (γ 4 ), representing the relationship of PF iB and g for B = 0 and cross level interactions between g and B (γ 5−7 ), representing the increases of the relationship between PF iB and g across performance bands. This second line of Equation (6) basically represents Equation (2), with the difference that the interactions between performance band B and g are explicitly stated in Equation (6) .
This Equation of the MLM allows to estimate the interaction between performance band and g on the relation between g and performance across performance bands. However, because the dependent variable within this approach is the performance within each performance band B, the overall explained variance R 2 of this regression does not refer to the same explained variance as in the second step of the sequential regression approach. In contrast, this approach treats the unstandardized regression weights between g and performance across performance bands as estimates, whereas the sequential regression approach enters these coefficients as manifest variables. Consequently, the sequential regression approach will underestimate the standard errors of coefficients in the second step and thus overestimates their statistical significance [22] . In this sense, the MLM approach results in more accurate estimates of the standard errors from a statistical perspective, because it does not underestimate the standard errors of the respective coefficients. Hence, the MLM approach judges the significance of coefficients more accurately than the sequential regression approach.
The interpretation of the results of the MLM approach is arguably more complex. There is no direct measure for the effect size of the WPR, because unlike the R 2 in the second step of the sequential regression approach, the R 2 of the MLM approach does not refer to the consistency of the increases of unstandardized regression weighs across performance bands. Instead it refers to the variance explained in the performance (PF iB ) across performance bands. Still, the effect size introduced in Equation (3) can be computed in the MLM approach as well. For this, the unstandardized regression weight b B predicting PF by g across performance bands B can be estimated with γ 4 to γ 7 :
To calculate the effect size as stated in Equation (3) the regression weights for the best and worst performance bands can be estimated. The mean performance can be estimated with the fixed slope (γ 0 ), when the performance band variable was centered. With these variables, the proposed effect size can then be calculated.
New WPA Approaches for Standardized Regression Weights
To implement these two WPA approaches on the level of standardized regression weights, the performance within each performance band has to be z-standardized on the inter-individual standard deviation (SD) of the respective performance band. Although we thereby lose information on the absolute increases in performance across performance bands (e.g., increasing RTs from best to worst performance bands) the covariance structure between performance across performance bands and g remains the same only that it is now controlled for increasing variances from best to worst performance. Furthermore, it is necessary that g is z-standardized for the analyses on the level of standardized estimates. However, we recommend to do that for both the analyses on the level of unstandardized and standardized estimates.
Sequential Regression. For the sequential regression approach with standardized estimates only the first step differs considerably from analysing unstandardized estimates. Specifically, we no longer predict the absolute performance PF of each participant i within each performance band B, but the z-standardized performance z(PF) within each performance band B by general intelligence g:
This results in standardized regression weights β B for each performance band quantifying the standardized relationship (i.e., correlation) between performance in each performance band with g. Please note that there is no longer any intercept for this regression, because the intercept is always zero when using z-standardized measures. The standardized regression weights across performance bands β B can again be predicted by the number of performance band in a second step that implements the moderation of the relationship between performance PF and g by performance band:
According to the common assumption that correlations increase linearly from best to worst performance [3] , we implemented only a linear increases in standardized regression weights across performance bands. 4 Nevertheless, it is possible to implement non-linear increases in this approach as well. For this, additional regression weights specifying quadratic or cubic trends can be entered into Equation (9) , just like in Equation (2) .
Comparable to the sequential regression approach on the level of standardized regression weights, there are two parameters that quantify the significance of the WPR. On the one hand, the R 2 of this regression quantifies the consistency of increases in performance bands. On the other hand, the regression weight b L quantifies the size of increases across performance bands. The intercept b 00 quantifies the standardized relation for the centered performance band.
To quantify the magnitude of the WPR on the level of standardized estimates it is best to compute the effect size Cohen's q from Equation (9) . To do so, we calculate the estimated standardized regression weight for the best performance band β BP and the estimated standardized regression weight for the worst performance band β WP . These can then be transformed into Z-values with a Fisher Z-transformation and the difference between Z WP and Z BP yields Cohen's q [12] .
Multi-level moderation. Again, the Multi-level approach is essentially equal to the sequential regression approach apart from the fact that it estimates both steps of the sequential regression approach in one step. For this, Equation (9) is entered into Equation (8), resulting in:
In contrast to the MLM approach on the level of unstandardized regression weights, it is not necessary to estimate a fixed effect of the increases in performance across performance bands (see Equation (4)), because the z-standardization of performance in each performance band resulted in a mean performance of zero within each performance band. However, a random effect for this effect can still be estimated. This effect reflects that there may not be full differential stability in performance across performance bands. For example, one person can show above average performance in best performance bands and only average performance in worst performance bands, whereas for another person the position in comparison to other participants stays the same across performance bands. This results in a full MLM equation with correct notation of:
with the fixed effect γ 3 = 0 this results in:
Within this approach γ 1 represents the relationship between performance and g in the centred performance band and γ 2 represents the linear increase in this relationship across performance bands. The random effect u i3 represents the variance in the relative position across performance bands for 4 This is also reflected in often non-linear increase of variance across performance bands, especially for RT. In the process of standardization the MLM equation for unstandardized regression weights basically gets divided by this non-linear increase and this leaves only the linear part of the increases in regression weights as a good approximation for the WPR across RT bands.
participants. In detail, this variance would be zero, if performance across performance bands is perfectly correlated.
As in the sequential regression approach, the increase in standardized regression weights can be computed with γ 1 and γ 2 . Thus we can estimate the relationship between performance and g in the best and worst performance band and estimate the effect size Cohen's q as difference between these two estimates on the level of Z-scores. Specifically, the estimated standardized regression weight within each performance band B can be estimated via:
Once more, the MLM approach treats the standardized regression weights β B across performance bands as estimated, whereas the sequential regression approach treats them as manifest. Thus the MLM approach is generally, for unstandardized and standardized estimates, the statistically more sound approach because it will lead to less attenuated standard errors of increases in regression weights and thus does not inflate α-error probability of these increases.
Aims of the Empirical Example
The application of these newly introduced methods for WPA with empirical data has two main objectives. First, this will allow to compare the newly introduced methods for WPA to the traditional approach for WPA. Second, this comparison will allow to determine advantages and problems of the newly introduced methods, and may thereby convey which method and which level of analysis (unstandardized versus standardized) is adequate for a powerful analysis of the WPR.
Providing a powerful test and a quantification of the WPR would help researchers to determine processes that underlie the WPR and thus gain deeper knowledge on processes basic for g. Specifically, the newly introduced methods will not be capable of distinguishing between different theoretical explanations of the WPR. Nevertheless, they may present a more accurate analysis and test for the WPR and thereby provide researchers with a method that gives more robust results in studies that aim at testing different theoretical explanations of the WPR. This may help in finding processes underlying the WPR and result in a better understanding of processes fundamental to g.
To facilitate the use of the new approaches for WPA we provide commented R code for both approaches in the supplementary material. Additionally, the data of the empirical example are given in the supplementaries, so that the results can be reproduced and both approaches for unstandardized and standardized estimates can be studied in more detail.
Experimental Section

Participants
Data for this example were taken from a study over three measurement occasions with a cognitive abilities and personality assessment on the second measurement occasion. For this study, 134 participants from the area around Heidelberg, Germany were recruited. Participants' age ranged from 18 to 61 years (M age = 37.12, SD age = 13.75), 60.4% were female, and they had different educational and occupational backgrounds.
For the present analysis we used data from the first and second measurement occasion. Some participants dropped out and one participant was excluded due to extreme scores (for a detailed description of the outlier analysis see the statistical analyses section on page 10). This resulted in a sample of 121 participants (58.7% female) aged from 18 to 61 years (M age = 36.64, SD age = 15.65) that were included in this analysis.
Measures
Sternberg Memory Span Task. The cognitive processing task analyzed in the present study was a computerized version of the Sternberg Memory Span Task [29] also used by Schubert et al. [2] . In this task participants were shown a memory set consisting of one to five numbers from 0 to 9 on a black computer screen. Subsequently, participants were shown a probe number and had to decide whether the probe was or was not contained in the afore presented number set by pressing one of two keys. The position of keys indicating whether the probe item was part of the memory set or not was counterbalanced across participants.
Three experimental conditions with different memory set sizes (1, 3, and 5 numbers) were administered. All three blocks started with ten practice trials with feedback, followed by 100 test trials without feedback. The order of the three memory set size conditions was counterbalanced across participants. Between blocks participants were offered a short break.
Each trial started with a fixation cross presented for 1000 to 1500 ms. Then, numbers were presented sequentially for 1000 ms. Between numbers a blank screen was presented for 400 to 600 ms. After the last number of the memory set was presented, a black screen with a question mark was shown for 1800 to 2200 ms, followed by a probe item showing a single digit. Participants then had to indicate whether the number was part of the memory set or not by pressing the corresponding key on a standard computer keyboard. 5 After the response the probe item remained on screen for 1000 ms, followed by an inter-trial interval of 1000 to 1500 ms. The stimuli were presented on a 17 inch LED computer screen and the experiment was programmed in E-Prime 2.0 Professional.
Berlin Intelligence Structure Test (BIS). Within the cognitive abilities and personality assessment, participants completed the Berlin Intelligence Structure Test (BIS [30] ). The assessment was carried out according to the standardized instructions. The assessment ran in groups of up to four persons and started with the BIS assessment, followed by a personality questionnaire (NEO-FFI), the Raven Advanced Progressive Matrices, and a demographic questionnaire. For this study only the BIS results were analyzed. 6 BIS results were evaluated in correspondence with the evaluation instructions from the manual. First, raw scores were determined for all tasks and subsequently the raw scores were transformed into standardized scores. From these scores one score for general intelligence (g) was calculated.
Statistical Analyses
Outlier Analysis. Before running all analyses, we carefully examined the data for uni-and multivariate outliers in a three-step procedure. First we discarded all RTs with incorrect responses. For all correct response RTs we checked for intra-individual outliers in reaction times: initially, reaction times lower than 100 ms and higher than 3000 ms were excluded for all participants. Then, we computed mean and standard deviation for the logarithmized reaction time within each participant and each experimental condition, and excluded reaction times below and above three standard deviations from the mean of logarithmized reaction times.
Secondly, participants with univariate outliers in reaction time and intelligence test scores were excluded from the data analysis when mean reaction time or intelligence test scores showed an absolute difference larger than three standard deviations from the sample mean. Finally, multivariate outliers 5 Although often specialized response boxes are used for the registration of responses in such tasks because latencies are a lot smaller on these specialized devices (1 to 3 ms) compared to a standard keyboard (12 to 36 ms), we used a standard keyboard for economic reasons. However, the same keyboard and computer set-up was used for all participants and thus it is unlikely that the use of a standard keyboard systematically distorted the RT data. 6 In many former studies investigating the WPR the Raven Advanced Progressive Matrices (RAPM) were used as measure for g. While the RAPM may be the best single measurement to approximate g, estimating g with a more heteogeneous set of tasks (in our case the BIS) gains a better estimate for g [31] . Furthermore, results with the RAPM as measure for g were similar to the results reported in the manuscript.
on the combination of mean RT in each condition and intelligence test score were excluded when they had a Mahalanobis distance larger than 13.816, corresponding to χ 2 (2) p<.001 . In an iterative process, this procedure was repeated until no further participants were detected as multivariate outliers. Within this procedure, one person was identified as a uni-variate outlier on general intelligence, processing speed, creativity, and verbal abilities (z s < −3), as well as a multivariate outlier on the combination of IQ and RT in experimental conditions with memory set size 1 and 5 (Mahalanobis Distance = 14.08-16.71).
Statistical Analysis. Both the sequential regression approach and the MLM approach were calculated with R [32] and conducted separately for the three experimental conditions of the Sternberg memory span task. For the sequential regression analysis, regressions were estimated in a stepwise procedure. First, performance within each RT band was predicted by general intelligence (see Equations (1) and (8)), and second, the unstandardized and standardized regression weights from step one were predicted by RT band (see Equations (2) and (9)).
The analysis of the MLM approach of the Worst Performance Rule was conducted using the nlme package in R [33] . In a stepwise procedure all parameters from Equations (6) and (11) were added to a Random Intercept Model that served as baseline model. As following models were nested, models with additional parameters were required to show significant increase in Log likelihood to be considered a better data description. In addition, decreases in Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) were used as indicators for model fit.
Fixed effects were tested for significant deviation from zero using a one-sided t-test. Further, random slopes were tested for significance with a Likelihood-Ratio test. Additionally, random effects were estimated with an unstructured G-Matrix, not only estimating the variances of each random effect but additionally estimating the covariances between all random effects.
For both approaches, nine RT bands that contained 9 to 11 RTs were constructed, so that each RT band contained approximately 11.1% of RTs of the intra-individual RT distribution. Although many other studies used percentiles or RT bands with five RTs in each band, we decided to construct nine RT bands in order to be able to center the RT band variable to a meaningful value (i.e., the fifth RT band). If two reaction times at the border of an RT band were equal, they were assigned to different RT bands. RT band number (i.e., performance band variable B) was centered to the fifth RT band of the intra-individual RT distribution, in order to obtain meaningfully interpretable estimates for the fixed intercepts and fixed slopes [28] . Specifically, the intercept represents approximately the median RT of an average intelligent person and the fixed effect of g represents the unstandardized regression weight from g on RT in the fifth RT band. After centering B to the fifth RT band, B 2 and B 3 were derived from the centred B-variable. The general intelligence score (g) from the BIS was z-standardized within the sample.
Results and Discussion
Descriptives
Descriptive statistics for the Sternberg memory span task and BIS results are given in Table 1 . In line with earlier results, RT increased with larger memory set size, F(2, 240) = 277.5, p < .05, = .69, ω 2 = .70. The BIS scores were representative compared to the standardization sample, t(120) = −.71, p > .05, Cohen's d = −.06. 7 There were no significant differences in general intelligence between women and men, t(119) = .95, p > .05, Cohen's d = . 18. 7 Please note that the standardization sample of the BIS consisted of adolescents and young adults with higher education. Thus, the present sample may be somewhat above average in cognitive abilities compared to an average intelligent population. 
Results from New WPA Approaches with Unstandardized Regression Weights
Results of the Sequential Regression Approach
In the first step of the sequential regression approach, general intelligence predicted reaction time within RT bands across all three conditions, Fs(1, 119) ≥ 6.7, ps < .05 and R 2 s = .05-.22. Specifically, these results convey that inter-individual differences in mean reaction time in each RT band across all three conditions were predicted by general intelligence. In the second step, the number of RT band predicted the unstandardized regression weights across RT bands in all three conditions, Fs(3, 5) ≥ 127.2, ps < .05 and R 2 s ≥ .98 (for an illustration of the regressions estimated in the second step, see Figure 1 ). All estimated parameters differed significantly from zero (see Table 2 ). As indicated by the effect size proposed in Equation (3), increases in the unstandardized regression weight b B did not differ between set size 1 and 3, but tended to be larger for set size 5 (ES S1 = .09, ES S3 = .09 and ES S5 = .17). Specifically, this means that the increases in the unstandardized regression weight from best to worst performance correspond to 9% to 17% of the mean reaction time in the corresponding condition. For example, in the S1 condition the mean performance was 587.9 ms. With an ES = .09, the difference of the unstandardized regression weight between best and worst performance thus was about 52.9 ms. This means that the difference in RT between an individual one SD above average in IQ and an individual average in IQ increased for 52.9 ms from best to worst performance RT band. 
Results of the MLM Approach
For all three conditions the Log-likelihood (LL) ratio tests indicated best fit for the full MLM with all parameters included (see Table 3 ). Although successive LL-ratio tests did not always indicate significant improvement in fit, for S1, the comparison of model 6 to 10 showed improved model fit, χ 2 (4) = 11.1, p < .05, for S3, the comparison of model 7 to 10 indicated improved model fit, χ 2 (3) = 8.1, p < .05, and for S5, the comparison of model 7 to 10 indicated better model fit, χ 2 (3) = 28.5, p < .05 (see Table 3 ). The AIC decreased across successive models, except within the S3 conditions for models 7 to 9. For models 6 to 10 in the S1 and S3 conditions, these decreases were below the critical difference of 10, which is often used as a cut off criterion for significant differences in model fit [34] . The BIC indicated best fit for the full MLM only in the S5 condition. For S1, the BIC was lowest for model 6, without the prediction of PF iB by g and interactions between RT band and g (i.e., without γ 4 to γ 7 ). And for S3, BIC was lowest for model 7, without interactions between RT band and g (i.e., without γ 5 to γ 7 ). However, as the prediction of PF iB by g and interactions of g with RT band were the core of the present analysis and because the LL-ratio tests for model fit indicated better fit for the more complex models, we retained the full MLM for all three conditions.
The parameters estimating the WPR from the retained MLMs were numerically equivalent to those from the sequential regression approach (see Table 4 ). All other parameters for the MLMs in all three conditions can be reproduced with the syntax and data given in the supplementary material online. As parameters from the MLM were equal to the parameters from the sequential regression approach, the estimated effect sizes were equal for the MLM likewise (ES S1 = .09, ES S3 = .09 and ES S5 = .17). The standard errors for the coefficients were considerably larger in the MLM than in the sequential regression approach. As mentioned earlier, this is because the MLM approach treats the covariances between PF iB and g across RT bands as estimated, whereas the sequential regression approach treats them as observed. Thus, the sequential regression approach underestimates the standard errors of the coefficient and the MLM approach estimates the standard errors more accurately (see p. 7). This is why one parameter (γ 5 ) in the S3 condition did not differ from zero to a statistically meaningful extent in the MLM approach, although parameters showed significant differences from zero in the sequential regression approach.
Altogether, these results showed that both approaches, the sequential regression approach and the MLM approach, estimate the WPR via an interaction between RT band and g. In addition to RT band and g itself, this interaction predicts the performance in each RT band. Beyond that, results showed that increases in unstandardized regression weights between performance in each RT band and g are almost perfectly predicted by RT band (R 2 ≥ .99).
Results from New WPA Approaches with Standardized Regression Weights
Sequential Regression Approach
On the level of standardized regression weights, in step one, z-standardized RT was predicted by g across all performance bands in all three experimental conditions, F s (1, 119) ≥ 6.7, p s < .05, and R 2 = .05-.22. In step two, results showed that standardized regression weights β B increased in absolute size in the S1 and S5 condition, whereas standardized regression weights decreases in size in the S3 condition (see Table 5 for the estimated parameters). Additionally, the results from step two showed that standardized regression weights were overall smallest in the S1 condition and increased with larger memory set size, which is reflected in increasing size of the intercepts from S1 to S5 (see Table 5 ). With respect to the consistency and magnitude of increases across RT bands, the results from the sequential regression with standardized estimates suggested that increases of standardized regression weights across RT bands were less consistent, R 2 = .66-.67, than increases of unstandardized regression weights. Furthermore, the magnitude of increases was slightly smaller in the S1 condition (q = .05) than in the S5 condition (q = .08). In the S3 condition standardized regression weights actually decreased in size from best to worst performance bands (q = −.07). Thus, the S3 condition contradicted the WPR on the level of standardized regression weights.
MLM Approach
For all three conditions, the Log-likelihood-ratio tests indicated best model fit for a MLM model without the interaction of g × B (i.e., model 2), indicating that there are no increases in the relationship between g and RT across RT bands (see Table 6 for model fit). AIC and BIC likewise indicated best model fit for a MLM model without the interaction of g × B, although ∆AIC is below the critical value of 10 in the S1 condition and ∆BIC is below the critical value of 10 for the S1 and S3 condition. Altogether these results indicate that there are significant relationships between g and RT, however this relationship does not vary across RT bands, contrary to the predictions made by the WPR. However, if we take a look at the estimated parameters of model 3 with the interaction of g × B (see Table 5 ), the results show that the numerical estimates for the relationship in B = 0 between g and RT (i.e., b 00 or γ 1 ) and the increases across RT bands (i.e., b L or γ 2 ) are equal for the sequential regression approach and the MLM approach in all three conditions. The difference in the significance of these parameters is again due to larger standard errors in the MLM approach. Just as in the analyses with unstandardized regression weights, this can be explained by the fact that the sequential regression approach treats the standardized regression weights across RT bands as manifest and the MLM approach treats them as estimated. Thus, the MLM approach takes into account that there is uncertainty in the estimation of standardized regression weights across RT bands and estimates standard errors of the parameters accordingly. All in all, the MLM approach is therefore more accurate and the results suggest that there is no WPR on the level of standardized regression weights.
Results from a Traditional WPA
To compare the results of the two introduced methods with results from a traditional worst performance analysis, we performed the latter as well. For this, we calculated mean RTs for the 9 RT bands within each participant in all experimental conditions. Then, we computed correlations of the mean RTs across RT bands with the BIS score.
For the S1 and S5 condition, the WPR was replicated with slightly more consistently increasing correlations across RT bands in the S5 condition (see Table 7 ). Furthermore, the effect size Cohen's q for the difference between correlations in best and worst performance RT band was higher in the S5 condition (q S5 = .10) than in the S1 condition (q S1 = .04). In the S3 condition, correlations were positively associated with RT band number and decreased in absolute value with ascending RT bands. The S3 condition thus did not replicate the WPR. However, the differences in correlations between best and worst performance bands did not differ significantly from zero for all three conditions, Z S1 = .41, p = .68, Z S3 = −1.08, p = .28, and Z S5 = 1.47, p = .14.
The estimated reliability for RTs within RT bands was high across all RT bands and conditions (see Table 7 ). Since reliabilities did not increase with ascending RT bands, the increases in correlations between RT and g cannot be attributed to decreases in error variance with ascending RT bands.
Altogether, the results from a traditional WPA differed from the results of the sequential regression and the MLM approach with unstandardized regression weights. Although there were consistent increases in correlations across RT bands in the S1 and S5 condition (Spearman's rank correlation r = −.82 to −.91) suggesting a WPR, the size of the differences in correlations across RT bands was not significant. Thus the traditional WPA described the WPR, but the actual test for increases in correlations across RT bands was not significant in all three experimental conditions. The results from the MLM approach with standardized regression weights were in line with the results from the z-Test and indicated that there is no WPR. Considering that the sequential regression approach with standardized regression weights estimated equal parameters as in the MLM approach but overestimates the significance of these parameters, the results of the sequential regression approach with standardized regression weights may be interpreted the same way.
In contrast, both the sequential regression approach and the MLM approach on the level of unstandardized regression weights showed significant increases in unstandardized regression weights from best to worst performance bands in all three conditions that support the WPR. On the one hand, the consistency of increases in unstandardized regression weights analyzed in the sequential regression approach and in the MLM approach was substantially larger (R 2 ≥ .99) than in the analysis of correlations in the traditional WPA and of standardized regression weights (R 2 = .66 to .83). On the other hand, on the level of unstandardized regression weights the increases were all consistent with the WPR, whereas on the level of standardized regression weights and correlations there was a decrease in the size of correlations with ascending RT bands in the S3 condition. All in all, there are considerable differences between results on the level of unstandardized versus standardized regression weights that need to be discussed. Note: P = number of RT band, Cov = covariance between RT and g, b RT,g = unstandardized regression weight predicting RT by g, SD RT = inter-individual standard deviation of mean RT within each RT band, r RT,g = correlation between RT and g, Rel. = reliability of RT estimated with odd-even correlations-for this Trials were separated into odd and even trials by trial number and reliability of all RT in an performance band was estimated with the Spearman-Brown formula, R = Spearman's rank correlation between RT band and the variable presented in the column.
Discussion
The present work conceptualized the WPR as a moderated effect of g on performance in a cognitive processing task that depends on the performance band or percentile in which performace is measured. Following this idea, we introduced two approaches to analyze the WPR. Both approaches were tested on the level of unstandardized and standardized estimates in an empirical example. unstandardized regression weights quantifying the relation between g and RT across RT bands showed perfect monothonic increases from best to worst performance bands. In correspondence to a larger WPR in tasks with higher g-loadings [3, 17] , the increases tended to be larger in more complex conditions. However, comparing the results with unstandardized regression weights to results with standardized regression weights and to results from a traditional WPA showed that increases in unstandardized regression weights do not necessarily correspond to the WPR from a traditional WPA perspective.
Differences in Analyses with Unstandardized and Standardized Estimates
These differences between results with unstandardized regression weights and results with standardized regression weights or results from traditional WPA are due to increases in inter-individual standard deviation of RT across performance bands. Equally to the covariance, the inter-individual standard deviation of RT (SD RT ) increased consistently (Spearman's rank correlation: r = 1.00) from best to worst performance bands (see Table 7 ). Furthermore, for a pair of highly correlated variables (e.g., RT BP and RT WP ) with different variances, the covariance between these two variables and a third variable g increases proportionally to the increase in variance. As correlations between mean RT across performance bands are medium to very high (r = .55 to .99 for the present sample), it may be that larger standard deviations of RT in worst performance percentiles lead to higher covariances with g, given that the covariance with g is a function of the variance for perfectly correlated variables. If this were the case, the increase in unstandardized regression coefficients that basically represents the covariance may be nothing else but a reflection of the increase in inter-individual standard deviation of RT. It seems that this was exactly the case in the present study, because analyses on the level of standardized regression weights that control for increases in variance across performance bands did not show the WPR.
In contrast to Coyle [3] who stated that differences in variance between best and worst performance do not affect the WPR, the present results show that increases in variance from best to worst performance may play a crucial role for the WPR, especially if best and worst performance is highly correlated. Specifically, the WPR on the level of correlations relies on increases in covariance between performance and g from best to worst performance that are proportionally larger than and independent from increases in variance in performance from best to worst performance bands. Despite the fact that results of analyses on the level of standardized regression weights may provide the actual WPR, we think that it is noteworthy that variance as well as covariance with g in worst performance band is notably larger than in best performance bands. In a nutshell, there are larger inter-individual differences in worst performance RT than in best performance RT that may drive the increase in covariance with g from best to worst performance bands. It would be interesting to see in how far this result is present in other basic cognitive processing task as well.
3.5.2. Differences between Newly Introduced WPA and Traditional WPA Beyond the difference in analyses with unstandardized and standardized regression weights, there are important differences between traditional WPA and the newly introduced methods to analyze the WPR. Specifically, the traditional WPA described the increases in correlations accross RT bands, whereas the newly introduced methods provided an acutal test and a quantification for the magnitude of the WPR. Although the consistency and significance of increases in correlations across RT bands was sometimes tested with Spearman's rank-correlations or a Fisher's Z-Test [10] , this is not sufficient for quantifying the actual magnitude and shape of increases across RT bands.
Despite the possibility to compute an effect size for the difference in correlations across RT bands (Cohen's q) as a measure fot the magnitude of the WPR, a test for the significance of these differences lacks statistical power [12] . By modelling the increases in unstandardized and standardized regression weights as a moderation, the newly introduced methods provided an actual test for the significance of the WPR and a quantification for the magnitude of the WPR. Furthermore, the newly introduced methods take the full shape of increases in unstandardized or standardized regression weights across all performance bands into account, whereas the Z-test only evaluates in how far correlations from best to worst performance with g differ significantly. And additionally, the test for consistency in increases across performance bands with Spearman's rank correlations is flawed like the sequential regression approach, because it treats the estimated correlations in performance bands as manifest and does not account for the error in estimation. Altogether, the new methods thus overcome some major problems of traditional WPA.
Discussion of Differences between the Sequential Regression and the MLM Approach
With respect to differences between the two newly introduced methods, the results showed that the coefficients estimated to describe the increases in unstandardized and standardized regression weights are equal for both approaches. However, the standard errors of these coefficients were smaller for the sequential regression approach than for the MLM approach. Although smaller standard errors may seem as an advantage of the sequential regression approach, this approach actually underestimates the standard errors because the unstandardized regression weights across RT bands analyzed in the second step are treated as observed [22] . This leads to an overestimation of the significance, and thus may in turn provide an overly liberal judgement regarding the significance of the WPR. In contrast, the MLM approach treats the unstandardized regression weights across RT bands as estimated and thus provides unbiased standard errors. Taken together, the MLM approach is the more accurate method to analyze the WPR on the level of unstandardized and standardized regression weights. Therefore, we strongly recommend using the MLM approach instead of the sequential regression approach, because the sequential regression approach has serious shortcomings from a statistical perspective.
Conclusions
All in all, conceptualizing the WPR as moderation of the effect of g on RT by RT band not only allowed to test the WPR but also provided a quantification of the WPR. We thereby introduced a new way of analyzing the WPR that may overcome the problem of weak power when testing the difference of two correlations, takes the whole shape of increases of unstandardized or standardized estimates across performance bands into account, and additionally quantifies the increases of unstandardized and standardized regression weights across RT bands.
These newly introduced methods for analyzing the WPR suggested that there are perfectly consistent increases in unstandardized regression weights across RT bands in all three experimental conditions. The differences between traditional WPA and results with standardized regression weights to the results with unstandardized regression weights are driven by variations in inter-individual standard deviation of performance across RT bands. And finally, the interaction between RT band and g additionally suggests that general intelligence is related to the shape of the intra-individual performance distribution and not only to the mean performance.
Although these results give promising new insights on the WPR, further evidence with the newly introduced methods with larger sample sizes is needed. Especially because the estimation of the MLM approach is complex and robust estimates of the cross-level interactions can only be obtain in sufficiently large samples. Nonetheless, these results provide preliminary evidence for the feasibility of the newly introduced methods and therefore we hope that researchers will adopt these methods in future studies to gain deeper knowledge of the WPR and its underlying processes.
Nevertheless, by reformulating the WPR in regression termini the two new methods have provided a tool for more sophisticated analyses in future research that aims at an explanation of the WPR. The most accurate method to analyze the WPR would be the MLM approach. Although the sequential regression approach provides equal estimates for the actual increases of unstandardized and standardized regression weights and may be more accessible to use, researchers should bear in mind that the sequential regression approach overestimates the significance of these increases. Therefore, we advise researchers to use the MLM approach and otherwise discuss results from the sequential regression approach reluctantly.
Finally, analyzing the WPR on the level of unstandardized regression weights showed that other context variables, such as the inter-individual standard deviation of performance within each RT band, may affect the results when investigating the WPR on the level of correlations. Therefore future studies should consider analyzing the WPR on the level of unstandardized and standardized regression weights, in order to gain further insight into methodological issues, such as increases in inter-individual standard deviation from best to worst performance, that are related to the WPR.
Beyond that, the here presented methods are not restricted to WPA. In fact, these methodological approaches can be implemented within any setting where a certain result is moderated by a continuous third variable, especially with nested data structures. For instance, a researcher wants to evaluate the relationship between processing speed and general intelligence across different age groups in a longitudinal study. Increases or decreases of this relationship with age could be modeled in a sequential regression approach or multi-level models as well. In that sense, the MLM approach presented for the WPA is only one example where such methods can provide powerful and interesting results.
Future research in search for constructs or processes that mediate the WPR effect, could test whether there are differences in the WPR between trials with and without lapses in attention. Further it would be interesting to know whether the relationship between diffusion model parameters and processing speed affects the outcome of these newly introduced WPA. Results from these studies may take further steps towards a refined understanding of the WPR. Because the WPR is stronger in tasks highly related to g [3, 17] , this may ultimately present a chance for a better understanding of the processes underlying general intelligence. 
